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【論文の内容の要旨】 
 
Introduction                       
 In eukaryotic cells, genomic DNA is stored in a nucleus. Recent researches revealed that genome 
is located non-randomly and highly organized in a nucleus. The duplex genomic DNA forms small 
beads-like structure referred to as nucleosome consisting of histone-DNA complex. The 
nucleosome arrays create chromatin structure by higher order folding. The three-dimensional 
positions of individual genomic regions are strictly defined, indicating the existence of 
three-dimensional higher order organization of genome in the nucleus. These hierarchical genome 
structures are involved in the regulation of any reactions on genomic DNA such as transcription, 
replication, recombination and repair. However, their functions, regulation mechanisms and their 
coordination and relationship have been largely unknown.  
 To uncover them in transcriptional regulation, I investigated the regulation mechanisms of fission 
yeast fbp1 gene expression as a model system. fbp1 gene transcription is robustly activated in the 
response to glucose starvation and it is rigorously regulated to achieve glucose starvation specific 
response. Previous research revealed that chromatin structure at fbp1 upstream region has 
important role for its strict control. The repressive chromatin at fbp1 upstream region is converted 
into accessible chromatin configuration in the response of glucose starvation in concert with the 
expression of long non-coding RNA (mlonRNA) transcription from far upstream region of fbp1. In 
addition, Tup family corepressors and transcription factors, regulate antagonistically via 
modulation of chromatin structure. These observations indicate that the modulation of genome 
structure contributes to rigorous transcriptional control.  
 In this study, I investigated the function and regulation mechanisms of individual genome 
structure. First, I analyzed the function of mlonRNA transcription in the modulation of chromatin 
structure. Second, I analyzed the dynamics of three-dimensional genome structure in fbp1 
regulation and found that local higher order genome structure mediated transcriptional regulation 
is necessary to determine transcription-factor binding timing to its target site. Finally, I analyzed 
the effect of DNA supercoiling induced by non-coding RNA/mRNA transcription in chromatin 
modulation. I found that DNA supercoiling induced by mlonRNA and fbp1 mRNA transcription 
determines and stabilizes nucleosome positioning for proper transcription regulation.  
 
1. Analysis of mlonRNA mediated chromatin remodeling. 
 After glucose starvation, two kinds of mlonRNA were stepwisely transcribed from distinct 
transcription start sites (TSSs) at fbp1 promoter region before fbp1 mRNA transcription induction. 
Previous research showed that the RNA polymerase II transcription of mlonRNA induces 
chromatin remodeling. However, the roles played by mlonRNA molecule in chromatin remodeling 
have not been elucidated.  
 To investigate regulation mechanism of mlonRNA mediated chromatin remodeling, first I 
analyzed the function of mlonRNA molecules. I generated a strain carrying hammerhead ribozyme 
sequence at mlonRNA transcribing region, which sequence cleaves RNA molecule at the inserted 
RNA sequence. Although this strain showed almost complete degradation of mlonRNAs, 
transcription of fbp1 mRNA is normally induced. Next, I predicted the secondary structure of 
mlonRNA and detected some specific stem-loop conformations. I generated a strain lacking 
sequence required for the formation of specific secondary structure by partial sequence 
replacement of mlonRNA sequence. This strain exhibited no effect on fbp1 mRNA transcription. 
These data suggest that mlonRNA molecules are not important for fbp1 transcriptional regulation, 
but RNA polymerase II transcription of mlonRNA is important.  
 Next I attempted to reveal the reason why distinct two mlonRNAs transcription is observed. I 
identified cis-acting initiation elements for each mlonRNAs by sequence replacement. The 
transcription analysis of single mlonRNA initiation deficient strains suggests that effective range of 
chromatin remodeling mediated by each mlonRNA transcription is limited within near downstream 
region. Since inappropriate chromatin relaxation induces cryptic unregulated transcription, it is 
considered that this limitation and stepwise activation of two mlonRNAs provides safety and 
efficient chromatin remodeling in fbp1 transcription regulation. 
 
2. Local higher order genome structure for determination of the timing of transcription 
factor binding to the target site. 
 Three-dimensional positions of individual genomic loci play important role in gene expression 
but the detail of its regulation mechanisms, functions and the relationship with chromatin 
regulation are unclear. To investigate them in fbp1 transcription regulation, I examined whether the 
higher order genome structure is involved in this regulation. Chromosome conformation capture 
(3C) analysis detected spatial interaction between two transcription factor binding sites (UAS1 and 
UAS2), located at approximately 600bp apart from each other in fbp1 upstream region, in response 
to glucose starvation, which is termed UAS loop. By the analysis of chromatin remodeling 
deficient mutant, it is revealed that UAS loop formation is induced after chromatin relaxation at 
fbp1 upstream region.  
 Deletion of transcription factors that bind to UAS loop region causes a loss of UAS loop 
formation, indicating a pivotal role of the UAS binding transcription factors for UAS loop 
formation. Using this UAS loop deficient mutants, I explored the function of UAS loop. 
Transcription factor Rst2 is one of the critical factors for fbp1 transcription activation and Rst2 
binding to its target site, UAS2, is essential for Rst2 function. In wild-type cells, Rst2 binding is 
detected at both UAS1 and UAS2 region. However, in UAS loop deficient cells, Rst2 binding is 
detected only at UAS1 region but not at UAS2. Disruption of novel Rst2 binding sequence at 
UAS1 causes complete loss of Rst2 binding not only at UAS1 but also UAS2. This observation 
indicates that first in glucose starvation, Rst2 is trapped to UAS1 and then the binding is shifted to 
UAS2 via UAS loop formation. Moreover, deletion of Tup corepressors, Tup11/12 completely 
bypassed the requirement of the first trapping of Rst2 at UAS1. Furthermore, the artificial Rst2 
binding to UAS2 induces fbp1 transcription activation even in glucose rich condition. Taken 
together, these results indicate that UAS loop mediated ‘Trap and Shift’ regulation of Rst2 binding 
plays important role in timely and effective Rst2 binding to UAS2 for the proper response of fbp1 
transcription. 
 
3. Determination of nucleosome positioning by transcription induced DNA supercoiling. 
 During transcription, the negative and positive DNA supercoiling is induced at upstream and 
downstream of transcribing RNA polymerase, respectively. Therefore, the alteration of DNA 
supercoiling is frequently observed in the genome. However, the effect of DNA topology alteration 
in the chromatin regulation in vivo has been largely unknown. In fbp1 transcription regulation, 
since mlonRNA transcription and strong fbp1 mRNA transcription is observed, it is possible that 
the genomic DNA at fbp1 upstream region carries negatively supercoiled state.  
 Topoisomerase 1 and 2 (Top1 and Top2) are the enzyme to remove supercoiling. To analyze the 
function of DNA supercoiling in regulation of genome structure, I generated strains overexpressing 
topoisomerase enzymes to disrupt DNA supercoiling at fbp1 upstream region. The Top1 and Top2 
overexpression cells showed same phenotype, leaked fbp1 mRNA in repressive condition and 
reduced expression of mlonRNA and mRNA transcription in glucose starvation, suggesting that 
DNA supercoiling has an important role in fbp1 transcription regulation. In addition, the chromatin 
remodeling activity is also reduced in these cells. I examined the nucleosome positioning 
quantitatively by mono-nucleosome mapping experiment. This analysis revealed that 
topoisomerase overexpression causes disruption of proper nucleosome positioning. Next, I 
analyzed the effect of the transcription inhibition in the formation of phased nucleosome. By the 
treatment of transcription inhibitor, phenanthroline, the reduction of the nucleosome stability and 
the diffusion of the positioning nucleosome are observed. Moreover, this diffused nucleosome 
positioning is restored in top1 and top2 double mutant, suggesting that transcription induced DNA 
supercoiling maintains nucleosome positions and this transcription mediated DNA supercoiling is 
counteracted with the action of Topoisomerases. I propose that these transcriptions associated DNA 
supercoiling is important to achieve proper fbp1 transcription regulation.  
 
 In this study, I revealed the novel function and regulation mechanisms of hierarchical genome 
structure consisting of DNA topology, chromatin structure and three-dimensional higher order 
genome structure in transcription regulation. And I proposed the existence and importance of 
crosstalk between the hierarchical genome structures.  
